Across
1. In school you have to stand in a _______.  
4. We have so many _____ at our school.  
8. I had to ____ many answers before I circled one.  
12. I got _____ after the roller coaster ride.  
13. August had a type of _______.  
15. Via had a ____ smile.  
16. Emma was ___ to know she had made the basketball team.  

Down
2. Before I make a big decision I often fell great _______.  
3. August was born with a ____ which is a split in the roof of the mouth.  
5. Addi ____ over a large rock.  
6. There are so many ____ to choose from.  
7. They _____ the cost of the field trip after I broke my arm.  
9. Our ____ was highly liked.  
10. Sally was in ____ with Becka for breaking her phone.  
11. The blue bird ____ on the small dead lim.